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Language Models: What are they?
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• A language model (LM) is a probability distribution over sequences of tokens.
– Suppose a vocabulary consists of the words {ate, ball, cheese, mouse, the}. 

– A language model might assign:

– Probability(the, mouse, ate, the, cheese) = 0.05,

– Probability(the, cheese, ate, the, mouse) = 0.01,

– Probability() = 0.0001, …

• Generation samples a sequence from the language model for a probability.

• Autoregressive language models allow efficient generation of a completion 
given a prompt; a temperature parameter can control randomness

• Entropy (1948), N-gram models (1970), neural language models (2003)

Source: https://stanford-cs324.github.io/winter2022



Recent Developments in Language Models
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 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

– Conditional distribution of a token depends on 
entire context

– Hard to train

 Transformers (2017)

– Fixed context length n (2048, for GPT-3)

– Easier to train, exploits GPU parallelism

 Masked language models (e.g., BERT and RoBERTa)

 Emergence (scaling up), stand-alone capabilities

Source: https://stanford-cs324.github.io/winter2022

Source: http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-
Understanding-LSTMs/

Source: https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03762



Lifecycle of a Language Model
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Source: https://stanford-cs324.github.io/winter2022/lectures/legality/

1. Collect training data (e.g., Common Crawl).

2. Train a large language model (e.g., GPT-3).

3. Adapt it to downstream tasks (e.g., dialogue).

4. Deploy the language model to users (e.g., customer service chatbot).



Perhaps A Second AI Explosion is Underway
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Source: AI 2022: The Explosion, Coatue Venture Source: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/20539517211047734



Perhaps A Second AI Explosion is Underway
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Source: Google blog Source: Facebook blog

Source: Microsoft AI blog Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.04359.pdf

Source: Forbes

Source: The Economist



Sample Research Publications
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Developments in Generative AI
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Source: Stable Diffusion’s web interface, Dream Studio



Example Applications of Language Models
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Open Source versus Proprietary LLMs
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Open Source versus Proprietary Generative AI 
(Text-to-Image)
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Open Source Could Eat AI
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• Release of open-source models by Google, Meta, Open AI (not State-of-The-Art)

• Creation of open-source datasets (e.g., LAION-5B, The Pile (Eleuther AI))

• New scaling laws

– Training data matters as much as size, 

– Larger models like GPT-3 is under-trained

• Better hardware from Nvidia, etc.

• Training cost are falling

• Smaller models

• Better prompt techniques



Open Source Could Eat AI

21



Open-Source Licenses for LLMs (RAIL)
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Source: https://www.licenses.ai/blog/2022/8/18/naming-convention-of-responsible-ai-licenses



Open-Source Licenses for LLMs (RAIL)
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Example Licenses for Data
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• Creative Commons Zero (CC0), Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 (CC-BY),

• Montreal Data License (MT-DL)

• Microsoft 

– Open Use Data Agreement (O-UDA), Computational Use Data Agreement (C-UDA), Data Use 
Agreement for Open AI Model Development (DUA-OAI)

• Linux Community 

– Community Data License Agreement – Sharing (CDLA-Sharing), Community Data License 
Agreement – Permissive (CDLA-Permissive)

• Open Data 
– Open Data Commons Open Database License (ODC-ODL), Open Data Commons Attribution 

License (ODCBY), and Open Data Commons Public Domain Dedication and License (ODC-PDDL)



Designing Around LLM-Related Patents
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• “Designing around a software patent may involve eliminating 
one step of a patented algorithm or substituting one step 
with a comparable step that provides equivalent or 
acceptable performance.”

• “Often a design around involve recognizing unnecessary 
steps a lawyer has introduced into a patent.”

• “Designing around a patent can be viewed as a puzzle or 
game that requires creativity, software acumen, some 
knowledge of patents, and understanding the intended use of 
a software system.” 

• “The design objective is to replicate the benefits of the 
patented algorithm by changing the design in surprising ways.”

Source:



Designing Around LLM-Related Patents –
Is it that easy? Get a Non-Infringement Opinion.
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• Avoiding a claim limitation requires knowing how to interpret that limitation properly. 
• Claim scopes may require a full lawsuit to determine, even though there is little ambiguity.
• Proper claim term interpretation requires a knowledge of the rules of claim construction. 

• Even when a limitation is not literally present, a method can still infringe under the Doctrine of Equivalents if the 
method has an equivalent for the missing element. 

• Prosecution history estoppel. The Doctrine of Equivalents is not available when the patent contains a 
statement denying equivalence, or if the patent owner made an amendment or argument to obtain allowance of 
the claim, and that argument or amendment is inconsistent with the desired equivalence. 

• Where claims are amended, "the inventor is deemed to concede that the patent does not extend as far as the 
original claim" and the patentee has the burden of showing that the amendment does not surrender the 
particular equivalent. To succeed, then, the patentee must establish that: (1) the equivalent was unforeseeable at 
the time the claim was drafted; (2) the amendment did not surrender the particular equivalent in question; or (3) 
there was some reason why the patentee could not have recited the equivalent in the claim.” Festo Corp. v. 
Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 U. S. 722 (2002)



Publications – Authors and Inventorship Issues
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Source: arxiv.org



Publications – Authors and Inventorship Issues 
(Patent Applications Filed after Publications Where At Least One Author is Named Inventor)
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34 (116)
(Google)

US, CN, EP, 
AU, JP, KR, 
IN, CA, PCT

38 (95)
(Google)

AU, CN, US, 
KR, JP, TW, 

PCT

1
(Meta)

EP14 (20)
(DeepMind, Google)

US, JP, PCT

None yet

Source: Derwent Innovation

(Notes: (a) Data does not include applications filed by other entities, e.g., when authors may have moved),    
(b) Patent families in US, EP, CN are provided first (followed by number of applications anywhere in parenthesis)

3
(Meta)

US

15 (23)
(DeepMind, Google)

US, JP, IN, PCT



Publications – Authors and Inventorship Issues 
(Big tech, co-authorship and co-patenting)
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Source: Big tech, knowledge predation and the implications for development, C. Rikap, B. Lundvall, published 7 December 2020



Web of AI-Related Publications –
How do inventors and companies keep up?
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Source: statista.com Source: https://github.com/thunlp/PLMpapers



Publications – Authors and Inventorship Issues
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• An inventor is any person who conceived of the invention. MPEP 2137.01 (I). 

• An inventor must contribute to the conception. MPEP 2137.01 (II).

• The inventor is “the individual or, if a joint invention, the individuals collectively 
who invented or discovered the subject matter of the invention.” 35 U.S.C. §
100(f).

• How is an author different from an inventor?
• Inventors are determined by contribution to the claims and not contribution to the 

specification.

• Authors are typically determined based on contribution to the disclosure.



Publications – Authors and Inventorship Issues
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• An inventor is not required to make the product or perform the process.
• Difficulties arise in separating members of a team effort, where each 

member of the team has contributed something, into those members that 
actually contributed to the conception of the invention, such as the physical 
structure or operative steps, from those members that merely acted under 
the direction and supervision of the conceivers.  MPEP 2137.01 (IV).

• The initial list of inventors is provided when a patent application is filed. 35 
U.S.C. § 115(a).

• The list may change as the patent application is examined, as claims are elected, 
added, amended or cancelled. The list can be corrected when the application is 
pending using the procedure described in 35 CFR § 1.41(b).



Publications – Joint Inventorship Issues
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• “When an invention is made by two or more persons jointly, they shall apply for 
patent jointly and each make the required oath, except as otherwise provided in 
this title. Inventors may apply for a patent jointly even though (1) they did not 
physically work together or at the same time, (2) each did not make the same 
type or amount of contribution, or (3) each did not make a contribution to the 
subject matter of every claim of the patent.  35 U.S. Code § 116.

• Inventors are subject to a duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R §1.56 and to the 
best mode requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112(a).



Inventorship – Why Bother? 
(And not to be confused with AI inventorship)
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• An issued patent can be invalidated due to improper inventorship. See, e.g., Jamesbury
Corp. v. United States, 518 F.2d 1384 (1975).

• Improper inventorship may be a ground for a derivation proceeding. See, e.g., Frank’s 
Casing Crew & Rental Tools v. PMR Techs., 292 F.3d 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2002). 

• Improper inventorship may lead to a finding of inequitable conduct if the requisite 
deceptive intent is found. However, the mere existence of incorrect inventorship 
though, without an intent to deceive the USPTO, does not present an issue of 
unenforceability. Gemstar-TV Guide Int’l v. ITC, 383 F.3d 1352, n.1, (Fed. Cir. 2004).



Prosecution Issues with Publications
(Instances where USPTO Cited Attention is all you need)
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Source: Derwent Innovation, Patent Advisor



Prosecution Issues with Publications
(Example Instances where USPTO Cited Attention is all you need)
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Source: Derwent Innovation, Patent Advisor

App. No.
(Office 
Action 
Dates)

Pertinent claim language Examiner’s interpretation

15697589

(6/20/2019, 
10/08/2019)

memory-enhanced neural network includes an attention 
mechanism … the supporting memory comprises sets of input 
and output memory cells that are generated from respective 
observations with respective transformations

Self attention

16192649

(03/10/2022
05/09/2022)

each non-local operation is based on one or more pairwise 
functions and one or more unary functions

Self attention

16235798
(07/16/2021  
09/14/2020) 
Abandoned 

maintain a neural network with multi-headed attention layers 
configured for constructing multiple attention distributions 
simultaneously, each possible semantic class corresponding to 
a specific head

Multi-head attention



Prosecution Issues with Publications
(Example Instance where USPTO Cited Attention is all you need , Issued 101 Rejection)
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Source: Derwent Innovation, Patent Advisor

App. No. 17/080,846 (Final rejection, dated 1/15/2021)
Title: Automatic Generation Of Assert Statements For Unit Test Cases
Filed 10/27/2020 (Art Unit 2193)
Applicant: Microsoft Technology Licensing, LLC.

+



Prosecution Issues with Publications
(Example Instance where USPTO Issued No 101 Rejection)
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Source: Derwent Innovation, Patent Advisor

App. No. 16/417,587 (Granted, Patent No. 10,740,433)
Title: UNIVERSAL TRANSFORMERS
Filed 05/20/2019 (Art Unit 2116)
Applicant: Google LLC.

App. No. 16/989,455 (Pending)
Title: UNIVERSAL TRANSFORMERS
Filed 08/10/2020
Applicant: Google LLC.

Continuation



Prosecution Issues with Publications
(Example Instance where USPTO Rejected Claims Based on BERT and Another Publication)
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Source: Derwent Innovation, Patent Advisor

App. No. 17/026,780 (Issued, 09/20/2022)
Title: Contrastive Pre-Training for Language Tasks
Filed 09/21/2020 (Art Unit 2654)
Applicant: Google LLC.

==       
??

+



Prosecution Issues with Publications
(Assess differences with state-of-the-art and clarify those in the specification)

40
Source: Derwent Innovation, Patent Advisor

App. No. 17/026,780 (Issued, 09/20/2022)
Title: Contrastive Pre-Training for Language Tasks
Filed 09/21/2020 (Art Unit 2654)
Applicant: Google LLC.

+



Copyright Protection for Language Models
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• Language models are trained using a lot of public and sometimes private 
data, and often scraped without consent. 

• Copyright law protects creators (of data). Copyright Act of 1976.  
• Copyright protection applies to “original works of authorship fixed in any 

tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from 
which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, 
either directly or with the aid of a machine or device”.

• Registration is not required for copyright protection (in contrast with 
patents).  But registration is required before creator can sue someone 
for copyright infringement.



Copyright Protection for Training Data
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Source: Wikipedia Source: commoncrawl.org



Legal Uses of a Copyrighted Work for Training a Language Model
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• Determine the license terms for the copyright. 
• Some licenses, such as the Creative Commons license, enable free 

distribution of copyrighted work. 
• Examples include Wikipedia, videos from YouTube, etc.

• Get a license granted by a copyright owner.
• Depend on the fair use doctrine (four-factor test, see 17 U.S.C. § 107): 

(i) the purpose and character of the use (educational favored over 
commercial, transformative favored over reproductive); (ii) the nature of 
the copyrighted work (fictional favored over factual, the degree of 
creativity); (iii) the amount and substantiality of the portion of the original 
work used; and (iv) the effect of the use upon the market (or potential 
market) for the original work.



Language Models: Copyright a Pre-Trained Model?
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Language Models in the Court
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Source: Bloomberg

Source: Law.com



Defensive Publications as an IP Strategy
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• A publication of a disclosure that 
provides defensive benefits, such as 
the creation of prior art against others 
as of the publication date.

• Takes many forms 
(informal / self-published / formal)



Part 3: Ethical and Responsible LLMs
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1. Bias issues with LLMs and Examples

2. Sources of Bias and Solutions

3. Ethical AI Startup Landscape

4. Conclusion



Intrinsic Bias Issues in LLMs
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Source: On the Opportunities and Risks of Foundation Models, Stanford University. 



Examples of Bias Due to Generative AI
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Source: AI Index Report 2022, 
Stanford University Human-Centered AI



Sources of Bias in LLMs
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Data Modeling Modelers

Training data, adaptation 
data, test-time user 
data/interaction, due to 
data curation, data 
selection, and data 
weighting.

Modeling decisions, 
including training objective, 
model architecture, 
adaptation method.

LLMs amplify training data 
biases, extend trends; 
compressing models also 
amplify bias; feedback 
loops modify subsequent 
training data.

Underrepresentation and 
lack of diversity amongst 
developers, application 
engineers, languages

Source: On the Opportunities and Risks of Foundation Models, Stanford University.



Blackbox Problem of LLMs
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• Traditional programming versus machine learning

• Commonly known AI Blackbox

• The other AI Blackbox



Blackbox Problem of LLMs
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Failure of intent and causation

• Supervised case

• Autonomous case

Source: https://jolt.law.harvard.edu/



Contract Issues Due to Blackbox Problem of LLMs
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• For contracts, need to spell out:
– Who will be liable or responsible for the decision-making or 

results obtained from LLM-based systems and

– Who will own, who can use and how parties use data, 
information, or results that may be generated.



Debiasing LLMs: Technical Solutions, Awareness
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Ethical and Responsible AI: Startup Landscape
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Source: https://www.eaidb.org/map.html Source: https://odsc.medium.com/the-ai-
ethics-boom-150-ethical-ai-startups-and-
industry-trends-19b23c35c41a



Conclusion (Key Takeaways for Practitioners)

• Stay abreast of new and emerging technologies in this 
area and their capabilities (watch out for GPT-4!).

• For IP strategy for AI, consider publications, open 
source, patents and copyrights, and specific pros and 
cons.

• Address bias issues during various phases of model 
development, training and deployment.



Coronavirus
COVID-19 Resources
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We have formed a multidisciplinary 
Coronavirus/COVID-19 Task Force to 
help guide clients through the broad scope 
of legal issues brought on by this public 
health challenge. 

To help keep you on top of 
developments as they 
unfold, we also have 
launched a resource page 
on our website at
www.morganlewis.com/
topics/coronavirus-
covid-19

If you would like to receive 
a daily digest of all new 
updates to the page, please 
visit the resource page to 
subscribe using the purple 
“Stay Up to Date” button.
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